
Quick set up instructions 
 

1. With the equipment switched on, choose the device (e.g. TV) 

2. Aim remote at the device, press and hold “   ” and “  ” together 

until status indicator lights up. 

3. Press “  ” key to start the Automatic Code Search. 

- Mark sure that you keep the remote control pointed at your equipment 

- Pressing the “  ” will speed up the search 

 

4.  When the right code is found the equipment switches off. 

Immediately press the “   ” key to top the search and lock in the code.  The 

indicator flashes twice. 

If the device switches off and the indicator flashed again this means you have 

missed the correct code.  Simply switch the equipment back on manually and 

press “P-” a couple of times.  Slowly press the “  ” key repeatedly until the 

equipment switches off. 

 

5. Switch the device on manually, and press a few keys to check for 

correct response.  If the response is not correct, repeat the above procedure 

again to find the correct code. 

 

 

 

How to set up the URC (Universal Remote Control) 

by device code 
 

1. Look up the brand name of the equipment in the code list (e.g. Sony 

TV, code 000321) 

2. Make sure the equipment is switched on. 

3. Aim your remote at the equipment.  Press and hold down “   ”and 

“   ”together until the indicator light up. 

4. Using the Code Control Keys enter the 6 digit code within 30 seconds. 

The indicator should flash twice. 

    (e.g. Sony TV, code 000321) 

5. Your equipment should switch off. 

6. Switch you equipment back on manually, and check that it responds 

correctly.  If it does not, repeat the above setup with the next code, until the 

device responds correctly. 

If you device is not in the code list then try the Automatic Code Search. 

 

Codes for Popular Brand of old Pay TV Boxes: 
 

Optus 023313    

Foxtel 021023 030223 030233 030303 

 030323 031033 030333 030313 

Austar 021033 030213   
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For technical support: www.remotemaser.com.au or call 1300 

788466 

http://www.remotemaser.com.au/

